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INTRODUCTION

To improve their striking distances, most golfers practice swing-
ing their golf clubs for long durations. Recently, many people 
enjoy games or practices in indoor golf practice booths where 
the noise generated by striking a ball is more condensed than in 
outdoor practice ranges. However, most of people using indoor 

practice booths are not aware of risk of noise exposure although 
there have been several studies showing that the impact sound 
caused by striking a ball with a golf club has been implicated in 
hearing damage [1,2]. We recently analyzed the characteristics 
and the auditory hazards of impact noise caused by titanium 
golf driver heads (GDHs), and demonstrated that impact noise 
generated by the striking of titanium head golf drivers against 
balls showed a high peak level of approximately 120 A-weighted 
dB (dBA) and a very short duration of less than 200 ms which 
could be hazardous to those frequently exercise gold in indoor 
booth [3].

Overstimulation by sound commonly causes cochlear damage 
leading to sensorineural hearing loss; this damage is called noise-
induced hearing loss (NIHL). Noise that can induce hearing loss 
is divided into two categories: continuous and impulse [4]. Many 
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Objectives. To investigate how mouse cochleae are affected by the striking noise of titanium head golf driver.

Methods. Thirty-two BALB/c mice (20–22 g) with normal hearing were used. The impact acoustic stimulus generated by 
the striking of titanium golf driver head was centered around 4.5 kHz with 120.5 dB sound pressure level. The re-
corded impact noise was provided to mice in two ways with the same exposure time of 288 seconds: 1,440 repeti-
tions and an impact duration of 0.2 seconds for 2 hours (repetitive noise) or serially connected impact noise for 288 
seconds (continuous noise). Auditory brainstem responses were measured at baseline, day 7, and day 14 after expo-
sure. The mice were then sacrificed for histology. 

Results. Both groups showed statistically significant threshold shifts immediately after noise exposure. Mice in the continu-
ous exposure group, except for those exposed to 32 kHz noise, recovered from threshold shifts 1–2 weeks after noise 
exposure. However, in the repetitive exposure group, threshold shifts remained for 2 weeks after exposure. The repet-
itive exposure group had greater hair cell damage than did the continuous exposure group. Structural changes in the 
stria vascularis were observed in the repetitive exposure group.

Conclusion. Overexposure to impact noise caused by hitting of titanium head golf driver may be hazardous to the cochlea, 
and repetitive exposure may induce greater damage than continuous exposure.
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studies have proved the mechanism how continuous noise af-
fects the cochlea [4-10]. The main mechanism is thought to com-
prise oxidative stress after noise exposure including elevated lev-
els of reactive oxygen species, reactive nitrogen species, and free 
radicals [9]. However, cochlear damage after exposure to impact 
or impulse noise has not been well studied, and the mechanism 
by which this damage occurs is not fully understood [4]. The aim 
of this study was to investigate cochlear damage by the noise 
generated from striking of titanium head golf driver using the 
evoked auditory potentials and cochlear histological analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and noise exposure
Thirty-two BALB/c mice (20–22 g) with normal hearing were 
used in this study. The sound generated by a titanium GDH strik-
ing a ball in real environment was used as the source sound, as 
described in a previous report [3]. Two types of noises, repetitive 
and continuous, were produced from the source sound. Assuming 
that we usually practice golf in indoor range for 2 hours (1,440 
repetitions), the 16 mice were exposed to a repetitive impact 
sound that was centered at 4.5 kHz and had a peak sound pres-
sure level (SPL) of 120 dB, a repetition rate of once per 5 sec-
onds and a duration of 0.2 seconds (Fig. 1). For the same acous-
tic energy during the 2 hours of indoor golf practice, the other 
16 mice were exposed to the continuous version of the source 
sound with the same speculation for 288 seconds. The repetitive 
impact sound (repetition rate, once per 5 seconds; duration, 0.2 
seconds) was generated for 2 hours (7,200 seconds), and total 
exposure time of noise was 288 seconds (7,200 sec/5 sec×0.2 
sec). All experiments were performed in an acoustically insulat-
ed booth. The noise signals were routed through a computer and 
an amplifier (INTER-M R300 Plus Power Amplifier; Canford 
Audio, Washington, UK) to a loudspeaker (ElectoVoice DH1A-
WP; Sonic Electronix, Sylmar, CA, USA). The noise level was 
measured at mouse cage with a sound level meter (Type 2250; 

Brüel & Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark), a sound calibrator (Type 
4231, Brüel & Kjaer), and a condenser microphone (Type 4189, 
Brüel & Kjaer). All procedures, including those for the use and 
care of the animals, were approved by the animal experiment 
committee. 

Auditory brainstem response measurement
Auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) used to assess hearing 
thresholds, were measured before noise exposure, immediately 
after noise exposure, day 7, and day 14 after noise exposure. 
The changes in ABR thresholds before and after noise exposure 
were compared. TDT System-3 (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Gain-
esville, FL, USA) hardware and software were used to obtain 
ABRs with 1,000 stimulus repetitions per record. Mice were 
anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (40 mg/kg) and xyla-
zine (10 mg/kg) and kept warm with a heating pad during ABR 
recordings. Platinum needle electrodes were placed subcutane-
ously on the vertex (positive), ipsilateral (negative) ear, and con-
tralateral (ground) ear. Through an inset speculum in the exter-
nal auditory meatus, click sounds and tone bursts with durations 
of 4 ms and rise-fall times of 1 ms at frequencies of 8 kHz, 16 
kHz, and 32 kHz were then presented to the right ear. The sound 
intensity was varied by 10 dB intervals for the tone-burst sounds 
and by 5 dB intervals for click sounds near the threshold.

Immunocytochemistry with surface preparation of organ of 
Corti
Mice were sacrificed on day 14 after noise exposure, and the 
cochleae were harvested. The stria vascularis, the spiral ligament, 
and tectorial membrane were dissected from the organ of Corti. 
Then, the organ of Corti was separated into three regions: the 
apical, middle, and basal turns. The organ of Corti samples were 
fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline 
(PBS) for 15 minutes at room temperature. After incubation in 
0.25% Triton X-100 for 2 minutes, the specimens were rinsed 
with PBS and immersed in tetramethylrhodamine isothiocya-
nate-labeled phalloidin (1:100 diluted; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, 
USA) in PBS for 20 minutes. Cells were then fixed in 3.7% para-
formaldehyde for 10 minutes at room temperature. After being 
washed with PBS, cells were observed under a fluorescent mi-
croscope (IX71; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Scanning electron microscope examination 
Intracardiac perfusions were performed, and the cochleae were 
removed immediately. The cochleae were then decalcified in rap-
id decalcification solution for 20 minutes, after which the bony 
capsule was removed and the lateral wall tissues (spiral ligament 
and stria vascularis) and the membranous structure were sepa-
rated under a dissecting microscope. The dissected specimens 
were rinsed with 0.1 M Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS) and postfixed 
in 1% OsO4 for 15 minutes. The specimens were gently rinsed 
with 0.1 M DPBS again and dehydrated in graded ethanol solu-

  Mice with continuous exposure of striking noise recovered 
from threshold shifts 1–2 weeks after noise exposure.

  Mice with repetitive exposure of striking demonstrated noise 
threshold shifts remained for 2 weeks after exposure. 

   The repetitive exposure resulted in greater hair cell damage 
than the continuous exposure. 

  Overexposure to impact noise caused by hitting of titanium 
head golf driver may be hazardous to the cochlea, and repeti-
tive exposure may induce greater damage than continuous ex-
posure.
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tions. They were placed in hexamethyldisilazane for 15 minutes 
and dried at room temperature overnight. The dried specimens 
of the organ of Corti were attached to aluminum stubs with alu-
minum paint and then coated with platinum-palladium by using 
E-1030 PT-PD target assembly (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). The sur-
faces of the organs of Corti were examined with an S-4300 scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

Transmission electron microscope examination
The cochleae were postfixed in 1% OsO4 after being immersed 
in a 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution. They were then decalcified, 
osmicated, and dehydrated in an ethanol series. Next, the co-
chleae were embedded in epoxy resin. After polymerization, 
samples were sectioned on a Leica EMU6 ultramicrotome. Sec-
tions were stained with toluidine blue in accordance with stan-
dard transmission electron microscope (TEM) procedures, and 
TEM images were acquired (Tecnai G2 Spirit Twin; FEI Compa-
ny, Hillsboro, OR, USA).

Statistical analysis
The changes in ABR thresholds before and after noise exposure 
were analyzed by using the paired t-test. The P-values <0.05 
were considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was 
conducted with SPSS ver. 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

RESULTS

ABR threshold shifts after noise exposure
Both groups showed statistically significant threshold shifts after 
noise exposure (P<0.05). In the continuous group, there were 
statistically significant threshold shifts for the click stimulus, 

8-kHz, 16-kHz, and 32-kHz frequency stimuli (P<0.05). One 
week after continuous noise exposure, complete recoveries were 
seen at the clicks and 8 kHz and 16 kHz, but recoveries at 32 
kHz were partial. Significant shifts in hearing thresholds remained 
for 2 weeks after exposure at 32 kHz (P<0.05) (Fig. 2A). In the 
repetitive group, threshold shifts were seen for all stimulus lev-
els, and these shifts remained for 2 weeks. Thresholds at 1 week 
were statistically lower than the thresholds just after noise expo-
sure at 16 kHz, 32 kHz, and click sound; recoveries at all stimu-
lus levels were partial (P<0.05). Thresholds at 2 weeks were sta-
tistically lower than those just after exposure at 8 kHz, 16 kHz, 
click sound (P<0.05). ABRs 2 weeks after noise exposure re-
vealed statistically significant threshold shifts at all stimulus lev-
els (P<0.05) (Fig. 2B). The mean threshold of the repetitive group 
was 11.5 dB higher than that of the continuous group (58.1 dB 
vs. 46.6 dB). The absolute value of the threshold shift of repeti-
tive group was larger than that of the continuous group (33.2 dB 
vs. 20.6 dB). Average ABR thresholds at the baseline, immedi-
ately after noise exposure, 1 week later, and 2 weeks later are 
shown in Fig. 2.

Immunocytochemistry findings
The epifluorescent immunocytochemistry findings were consis-
tent with the ABR results. In the continuous group, the rhoda-
mine-phalloidin staining of the organ of Corti showed an order-
ly outline of three rows of outer hair cells and one row of inner 
hair cells in the cochlear apical turn (Fig. 3A). Some outer hair 
cell loss was found in the cochlear middle and basal turns (Fig. 
3B, C). The repetitive group showed greater outer hair cell loss 
in all turns of the cochlea and definite deterioration near the 
basal turn (Fig. 3D-F).

Fig. 1. Acoustic spectrum of variation of titanium golf driver head impact noise. This figure is an example of the sound stimulus applied in this 
study. The repetitive impact noise, which lasted for 2 hours (1,440 repetitions), is centered at 4.5 kHz and has a peak sound pressure level of 
about 120 dB, a repetition rate of once per 5 seconds, and a duration of 0.2 seconds.
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Fig. 2. Hearing threshold changes after exposure to continuous noise (A) and repetitive impact noise (B). In the continuous exposure group, 
statistically significant threshold shifts were found immediately after noise exposure at the click, 8-kHz, 16-kHz, and 32-kHz tonal stimulus. One 
week after exposure, recoveries from threshold shifts at the clicks, 8 kHz and 16 kHz were complete. Permanent threshold shifts were con-
firmed 2 weeks after exposure at 32 kHz (A). In the repetitive exposure group, statistically significant threshold shifts were found immediately 
after exposure at the clicks and each frequency. Permanent threshold shifts were confirmed 2 weeks after exposure (B). a)The difference from 
the baseline result was statistically significant (P<0.05). b)The difference from the result immediate after the noise exposure was statistically 
significant (P<0.05). c)The difference from the result 1 week after noise exposure was statistically significant (P<0.05). 
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Fig. 3. Epifluorescent immunocytochemistry analysis of organs of Corti: continuous noise exposure group (A-C) and repetitive noise exposure 
group (D-F). In the continuous impact noise exposure group, the three rows of outer hair cells and one row of inner hair cells were orderly and 
preserved in the cochlear apical turn (A). Some outer hair cell loss was observed in the middle and basal turns (B, C). In the repetitive impact 
noise exposure group, the disappearance of the orderly structural arrangement in the organ of Corti was more apparent in all turns of the co-
chlea, and deterioration was observed near the basal turn. More hair cells were preserved in the apical turn than in the basal one (D); outer 
hair cell loss was more severe in the basal turn (F).
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SEM findings
The findings from the apical turns were similar to the epifluores-
cent immunocytochemistry results. In the continuous group, the 
hair cells in the organ of Corti were morphologically normal 
and undamaged (Fig. 4A). In the repetitive group, the outer hair 
cell damage extended to the apical turn. The outer two rows of 
the outer hair cells were damaged; however, the innermost row 
of outer hair cells was spared. In addition, irregularly organized 
stereocilia were visible in the remaining outer hair cells (Fig. 4B).

TEM findings
In the repetitive group, shrunken and vacuolized intermediate 
cells and large intercellular spaces were observed in the stria vas-
cularis. However, in the continuous group, the stria vascularis 
appeared nearly normal (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

In this study, the impact sound generated when one strikes a ball 
with a titanium GDH was used as a source of NIHL. This is not 

a common stimulus as noise source in NIHL research. Therefore, 
defining and categorizing the stimulus sound used in the present 
study seems necessary. As described in the introduction, noise 
can be classified into continuous noise and intermittent (impulse) 
noise, and impulse noise can be defined as short duration sound 
with a nearly instantaneous rise time [11]. Impulse noise is clas-
sified into two categories: subsonic (impact noise) and superson-
ic (blast noise) [12]. Blast noises are created by explosive devices 
and artillery with overpressures that are faster than sound speed. 
Impact noise is defined as a repetitive sound burst that is louder 
than ambient sound by 15 dB and occurs at 1 second intervals 
[13]. According to these classifications, the golf driver’s striking 
sound can be defined as an impact sound. In past decades, a 
number of studies regarding NIHL after blast noise were per-
formed to examine symptoms of war veterans or former indus-
trial employees whose work environments contained excessive 
blast noises [14-22]. However, studies regarding hearing loss due 
to impact noise are less common in the field of otolaryngology, 
and fewer articles regarding leisure activities were reported.

One of the main findings in this study is the confirmation of 
hearing loss and cochlear damage after exposure to the noise 

Fig. 4. Scanning electron microscope images of organs of Corti: continuous noise exposure group (A) and repetitive noise exposure group (B). 
In the continuous noise exposure group, the structures of outer hair cells in the apical turn of the organ of Corti were normal (A). However, in 
the repetitive noise exposure group, the loss of outer hair cells and disorganization of stereocilia among the remnant outer hair cells were ob-
served in the apical turn of the organ of Corti (B).
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generated from hitting by a titanium GDH. In this study, cochle-
ar hair cell damages as well as changes in evoked potential thresh-
olds were identified. Previous reports suggested the possibility 
of hearing loss or presented cases of hearing loss caused by the 
impact sound of a golf driver. Buchanan et al. [1] have reported 
one case of NIHL presenting after golf was played as a leisure 
activity. As another study, we analyzed the acoustic characteris-
tics of the noise caused by titanium GDHs from various compa-
nies and suggested that the impact noise might create potential 
auditory hazards [3]. More recently, with the real ear measure-
ment system, Zhao and Bardsley [2] analyzed the effect of the 
golf driver impact sound and suggested that hearing damage 
could result from this noise. They showed that golf driver’s noise 
greater than 116 dBA poses a significant risk of NIHL [2]. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first 
report confirming, both functionally and histologically, that the 
impact sound caused by a titanium GDH could cause noise-in-
duced cochlear damage. Without hearing protection, the long-
term exposure to this type of impact noise may cause perma-
nent NIHL. This result may raise alarm among people who spend 
time in intensely noisy environments such as golf courses or loud 
music venues. To prevent NIHL, the impact noises encountered 
in daily life should be examined, and the public should be edu-
cated about programs to avoid noise exposure. Hearing protec-
tion devices and future medicine for preventing and reducing 
hearing loss after noise exposure are possible solutions to pre-
vent NIHL.

Another finding of the present study is that repetitive expo-
sure caused more functional and histopathologic damages than 
continuous exposure. Although the length of exposure time was 
similar between the two groups, the functional and histopatho-
logic outcomes differed. Impact noise has been suggested to in-
duce less hearing loss than continuous noise at a noise emission 
level <115 dBA [3]. However, it becomes more hazardous to 
hearing at emission levels >115 dBA [3]. In our study, the im-
pact sound had a peak SPL of 120 dB and was centered at 4.5 
kHz, and repetitive exposure caused more cochlear damage than 
continuous exposure. 

In continuous noise exposure, recoveries were complete at all 
frequencies at 1 week after noise exposure. However, in repeti-
tive noise exposure, threshold shifts were remained at all fre-
quencies for 2 weeks after noise exposure and recoveries were 
partial. Even though low frequency (8 kHz) was more deleteri-
ous at 1 week after repetitive noise exposure, the threshold at 2 
weeks were statistically lower than that at 1 week. However, high 
frequencies showed constant threshold shifts after 1 week. In 
conclusion, larger threshold shifts were shown at high frequen-
cies. In addition, our result is consistent with that of a previous 
animal study in which chinchillas were exposed to impulsive noise 
and continuous noise [12]. Chinchillas exposed to continuous 
noise sustained a temporary threshold shift, then recovered lin-
early after noise cessation [12]. However, exposure to impulse 
noise with the same total energy led to greater thresholds shifts 
for 3 hours after noise cessation. Moreover, compared to contin-

Fig. 5. Transmission electron microscope images of the apical turn of the stria vascularis of the continuous noise exposure group (A) and that 
of the repetitive noise exposure group (B). Normal findings were observed in the continuous noise exposure group (A). Shrunken and vacuol-
ized intermediate cells and large intercellular spaces were visible in repetitive noise exposure group (B).
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uous noise, repetitive noise resulted in more prolonged and less 
complete recoveries. In addition, human studies corroborated 
these results [12]. Data from industries and the military demon-
strate that cochlear damage due to impulse noise is more exten-
sive than the damage caused by continuous noise with same to-
tal energy level [12]. Furthermore, previous studies suggested 
that the degree of hearing loss after impact noise exposure does 
not seem to be correlated with peak SPL, exposure time length 
[23-25], exposure level dosimetry [26,27], equivalent energy 
level, blast numbers, or different spectra of energy [28]. There 
were trials to redefine outcomes of this stimulus type in the past. 
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health has 
decided that the equal energy hypothesis is not applicable to 
impulse NIHL [12,23]. The reason for this is still poorly under-
stood. Impact noise is different from continuous noise, and it 
seems difficult to correlate hearing loss with the amount of im-
pact noise [12]. 

The mechanisms for inner ear damage may differ according to 
the type of noise. It had been proposed that impulse and contin-
uous noises affect the inner ear differently [29]. Inner and outer 
hair cells were affected differently by impulse noise because the 
two types of noises initiate different modes of movement along 
the basilar membrane, and outer hair cells would be affected 
more [29]. This suggestion is consistent with the results of the 
present study, in which outer hair cells were damaged more se-
verely, as shown by epifluorescence immunocytochemistry and 
SEM imaging analysis (Figs. 3, 4). However, this could also be 
explained by the difference in mechanisms induced by the two 
stimuli. During continuous noise exposure, reactive oxygen spe-
cies and reactive nitrogen species are produced by the motor 
metabolism of outer hair cells, and these are cleared by glutathi-
one peroxidase and other natural scavengers [30-33]. Excessive 
noise elevates the concentration of reactive metabolites; if the 
natural scavenger concentration is insufficient to clear the me-
tabolites, these free radicals can damage DNA, proteins, lipids, 
and cell membranes [34-36]. However, in the case of impact 
NIHL, mechanisms other than these biochemical reactions could 
be occurring. When the stimulus level is low, the same adverse 
biochemical reactions take place to damage cochlear hair cells, 
whereas noise >125 dB might lead to the passive movement of 
the basilar membrane and the mechanical damage of the cochlea 
[23]. The mechanical component of the damaging process seems 
to start with the loss of stereocilia and the avulsion of the basi-
lar membrane and extend to the damage of outer hair cells [37, 
38]. Impulse noise with the intensity of 155 dB created direct 
and immediate mechanical damage in chinchilla cochlea [39]. 
And, the cochlear pathology can induce a disruption of the me-
chanical support of the pillar cells, ripping apart the tight cell 
junctions, and in the extreme, the separation of the organ of Corti 
from basilar membrane [39]. In other study, guinea pig cochleae 
following exposure to 167 dB impulses showed noise-induced 
outer hair cell loss [40]. Some histopathologic findings in the 

present study support their suggestions. SEM images show that 
remnant outer hair cells that survived repetitive noise exposure 
had disorganized stereocilia (Fig. 4). 

Additionally, TEM images of the stria vascularis reveal shrunk-
en cells and large intercellular spaces (Fig. 5). The atrophy of stria 
vastularis caused by ototoxic drug-induced cochlear damage was 
reported in some studies [41-43]. In addition, the generation of 
reactive oxygen species is thought to be part of the mechanism 
underlying NIHL. Superoxide anion radicals emerge in the stria 
vascularis after intense noise exposure [44]. These damages to 
the outer hair cells suggested the possibility that mechanical in-
jury results from passive basilar membrane movement. The ste-
reocilia on the outer hair cells are displaced in proportion to the 
intensity of the energy propagation inside the scala media [12]. 
The passive component of basilar membrane vibration might in-
jure the cochlea through purely mechanical damage. The histo-
logic change of the cochlea after impact noise exposure has been 
demonstrated [12]. After exposure to 119 dB impulse noise for 
30 hours, outer hair cells demonstrated immediate splaying and 
loss of stereocilia. After exposure to 131 dB impulse noise for 
1.8 hours, additional damage to outer hair cells was observed: 
holes in the reticular lamina and ruptures of cell-to-cell contacts 
of pillar cells were seen in a wider area of the cochlea than in 
the area affected by the initial impact frequency. The researchers 
reported that the organ of Corti tore at 137 dB and that strips of 
sensory epithelium were avulsed from the basilar membrane at 
160 dB.

In the present study, there were some limitations. First, noise-
induced hearing impairment in mice did not recover to the pre-
exposure hearing levels in either the repetitive group or the con-
tinuous group. Therefore, further comparative studies regarding 
hearing recovery in the two groups are needed. Second, mice 
cochleae do not reflect all of the acoustic characteristics of hu-
man cochleae. Research on humans will be necessary to investi-
gate human cochlear damage caused by impact noise. Third, the 
impact noises used in this study are not same as those encoun-
tered in daily living. To prevent hazardous noises that occur for 
various reasons, including occupational and leisure activities, ev-
idence-based noise studies should be performed in the future.

The impact sound generated by a titanium GDH striking a ball, 
whether repetitive or continuous, may lead to cochlear damage. 
In addition, when animals are exposed to similar amount of noise 
duration, repetitive noise may induce more harmful cochlear 
damage than nonrepetitive noise.
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